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Man Escapes Death
Young War Veteran
Youths In Wreck
As Truck Is Hit By
Holds Out Career
Near Pilot Oak;
Train Here Friday
Started Before War
One Fatally Injured
Rollie Martin, of St. Louis, Crawls
From Wreckage and Was Taken to
.Hospital
A trailer-truck driven by Rollie
Martin-of St. Louis, Mo., W8S struck
by a passenger train at the Main and
Lake Street crossing Friday night
, and vea.s crushed between the train
'-''. and two empty cars on a sidetrack.
tele Martin had a miraculous
escape, and managed to extricate
hi:reelf from the cab of the truck
unaided. He was taken to the Fulton hospital for treatment. His
wife and daughter arrived here
Saturday morning to be with him.
Mr. Martin was returning to St.
Louis after having been south de•
Leering some gas tanks. The acciderchappened about 7:30 p m.

Paul J. Durbin, Attorney, Now Com- James Everett Shankle Dead; Bettie
mander of VFW Organization
Lu Bushart Suffers Back
In Fulton
And Chest InJuries

DEATHS
LON PEEPLES
Lon Peeples, 79, died _Sunday
night, Oct. 13, at the home of his
nephew, Seldon C. Peeples, 101
Bates St., Fulton. Dr. Peeples had
teen in ill health for some time,
but was confined to his bed only a
Iew weeks ago. Funeral services
4,ere held at John Grove by Rev.
George Sellars, with interment in
the cemetery there.
He leaves one brother, J. D.
Reeples, Fulton, Route 2; two
disters, Mrs. T. P. Jones formerly
Of Fulton, and Mrs. Virginia Love
of St. Louis; also several neices and
nephews.
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NUalBER THIRTY-EIGHT

I Representative Farmers I Fulton Homemakers
Honored In Presentation
Held Annual Meeting
Here Tuesday Night '
At Cayce Frdiay

Harvey Pewitt and S. J. Reed FamThe Fulton County Homemakers
illes Awarded "Master Farmer"
held their 18th annual meeting in
the Cayce Methodist Church, FriPlaque In Recognition of
day, October 11., and Mrs. Billie McTheir
Accomplishments
Paul James Durbin, whose career
While returning from Murray
Gehee, county president, presided,
.
was interrupted by the war, waited over Highway 94, a convertible
The church was beautifully decorThe
Harvey
Pewitt
and
S.
J.
Reed
six years to open his- law office in Ford coope, driven by Billy Joe Forated
for
the
occasion.
families were signally honored at
Fulton after being admitted to the rest was crowded off the highway
Mrs. McGehee led the group in
the Methodist church here Tuesday
bar. While in service of his country near Pilot Oak, and turned over
night, when the "Master Farmer" repeating, "A Collect for Club Wohe rose from the rank of second twice, causing the fatal injury of
plaques were formally. awarded men, and the group then sang Blesslieutenant to lieutenant colonel.
James Everett Shankle 19, of Fulthem by the Progressive Farmer in ed Be the Hie That Binds, which
Young Durbin served in Europe ton, and the painful injury of Betrecognition of their accomplish- was led by Mrs. W. R. Sowell, acfrom November, 1944 to March, tie Lu Bushart 15.
ments as representative farm fam- companied by Mrs. Clyde Linder.
1946, and performed valuable servThe car was_occupied by Johnny
Mrs. C. L. Shaw, secretary-treasilies in the state of Kentucky. The
ice withe War Crimes Cominission. Sharpe, Will Taylor L,ee, Billy Joe
Pewitts live in Fulton county, and urer, called the roll, read the minDORTH C. SADLER
He was awarded the bronze star, Forrest, James, Everett Shankle and
utes and gave the financial report.
Dorth C. Sadler, son of Mr. and the Reeds reside in Hickman councombat infantry badge. ribbons, and
Bushart. Young Forrest and
ty. This honor comes unsought and Mrs. A. J. Lowe gave the report
Mrs.
Mack
citations.
Sadler, was hit by an
Miss Bushart had laken some young
the awards are made on the basis of of the nominating committeee and
people to Murray that morning, and atztomobile while crossing Drive- the
effort, enterprise and progres- ballots were passed for the elec.were retunring home with some way in Chicago, Ill., Sunday night,
ton of offerers.
siveness
of the families chosen.
other friends when the accident oc- and was carrie dto the American
A representative group‘Cif twinAt this time Mrs. W. P. McClanaBulldogs Give
hospital where he died within two
curred.
ers and civic leaders were present han read the score card of the clubs
hours.
The
body
arrived
in
Young
Shankle
Martin at the
was brought to
Murray Tigers
presentation of the awrards, and announced that Victory Club
the Fulton hospital by ambulance Tuesday morning on the Seminole.
including the farm and home agnets had won the gavel. The theme for
Tough Battle
and
was
carried to .Jones & Sons
and succumbed Siturday morning.
of Fulton and Hickman counties, of the program was "Building For a
Miss Bushart was brought to Jones funeral home w.here it remained un- the Farm
Bureau, members of the Brighter Tomorrow". Miss Monroe,
Tim Tigers of Murray High School
Clinic. by a passing motorist. She til funeral services were held WedChamber of Commerce, YMBC, assistant state leader of agents,
caree to Fulton Thursday' night of
is now at her home at 207 Park nesday morning at the Gospel Tab- Lions,
Rotary clubs, representatives made an excellent talk on "Looking
last week with an undefeated recemacle in Martin by Rev. M. A.
Ave.
of the press, etc. \
Ahead."
ord this seeson, but the Fulton High
fnterment
was
in
The accident was caused as the Ihibbard.
the
-u
Leon Browder, civic leader of
Belldogs gave them a scare when
Mrs. Margaret Adams, county
Camp
Ground
cemetery.
.
driver of the par was forced onto
Fulton. and farmer, made a fine home agent, reported some work
they held them 7.6 until the last
the shoulder of the highway in II He leaves tin companion; one talk on
"Progress of Agriculture in and plans of Utopia club. Maudeline
q;:arter.
order to avoid collision with an- son, Howard and one daughter, Mrs. Fulton
and Hickman Counties Dui- Lewis, colored agent, told of work
110.7.elurray scored once in the first
other car which crowded them as Wayne Workman; three grand- ing the
Last 30 Years." He told of done by the colored elubs. Mrs. P.
quarter. and Fulton tallied in the
it passed another car. The rear children; his mother, Mrs. Edna nee "tobacco
age" when tobacco A. Jones, district director, could not
eeeond period to make the score
wheel of their car struek a bridge Sadler, all of Chicago; four broth- was the money
crop of this area be present for her part on the
7-6. It was a nip-and-tuck affair
ers,
Hobert,
Hughes
and
Hooper
abutment, blowing out the tire and
35-90 years ago. How this crop was program.
through the third quarter with
of
Chicago
and
David
of
Martin; "
soi
epiet. g,
causing the driver to lose control of
in
and the depletion
Mrs. A. J. Lowe gave a report of
neither team scoring.
four sisters, Mrs. Jim Reynolds and
the car.
took place the picture changed.. the elecUon of Officers, as follows:
Fe.om the 45 yard line in the first
Mrs. Hayes Fuqua of Martin, Mrs.
Then came the farm extension servMrs. W. H. Harrison, vice-presquarter, the Tigers bucked the FulJess Bunton of Tiptonville and Mrs.
SOUTH FULTON SCOUTS
ice, the use of lime and phosphate ident; Mrs. W. R. Sowell, program
ten line to the 20, and Slaughter
He graduated from Fulton High
Geo. Harder of St. Louis, Mo.
IN FALL MEETINGS
and fertilizers to build up the land. conductor; Mrs. Eugene Bondurant,
•eht a pass in the end zone to in 1934, and entered University of
Born near Ralston, July 7, 1895
----' The introduction of soil building elothing leader; Mrs. M. E.
tor Murray. The extra point Kentucky In the fall of 1935. He was
Dews,
he was 51 years old.
Troop 40 of Boy Scouts in South
practices to prevent erosion. The foods; Mrs. O. C. Croft, landscape;
we gocid.
admitted to the Kentucky bar in
Fulton
have
opened
a
series
movement
of
to improve the soil, and Mrs. E. A. Thompson, home furnIn the second period, Whitsell re- 1W, and received his A.B. and LL.
Cacyce School News
1 fall meetings at the school gtunits products, gradually grew and ishings; Mrs. Paul Choate, home
coeded a ball fumble by Murray on B de re in 1941
Elbert Jackson, Manus
increased, Pastures and cover crone: Ihrinallielient; Mrs. Ethel Bretdrdeer,
her own 42 yard line. Forrest passraptained the boxing nasiurn.
.
'Durbin'Carnival time is here"
says the improved the soil, production of 4H dub leader;
ed to Meacham who ran from the team at college in 1939140. the track Williams and Alton. Barnes have
Mrs. Jean Dowdy,
P.-T. A. Come to the Cayce School other crops increased,
livestock im- junior leader; Mrs. Roy Bard, farm
12 y.ard line to score for the Bull- team in 1940: he was secretaryAuditorium
Wednesday night, Oc. proved in quality and quantity.
bureau.
treasurer of his junior class• a mem- Donald Richardson 'is Scribe, and
dogs.
tober 23, if you are interested in
He pointed out that soil building
Mrs. McGehee introduced the
ilerray scored twice in the fourth ber of Phi Delta Phi. legal fratern- James McDaniel quartermaster.
Carnival
Capers.
At
six
o'clock
Mansus
practices,
Willis,
and
Sr.,
is the new
improvement of live- guest speaker, Rev. Davis, Baptist
ceeerter. By successive line breaks, ity.
hamburgers,
barbecue
and
cold
stock
and crops by introduction of minister of Clinton, and a returned
Murray marched down the field to
On July 1, 1941. he left law school Scoutmaster, and is doing fine work
drinks will be on sale after which purebred stock, and better
seeds, chaplain from the Pacific area. He
tally. The extra point was good. to enter the army. He was first as- with the boys.
the fun will begin. Magic, freak form an endless circle, and bring
'Then Slaughter intercepted a pass signed to the 38th division at Camp
gave an informative and entertain+houses,
fortune
telling,
games, plays, added revenue for the farmers. Agfrern Forrest to Meacham on his Shelby, Miss., and while infantry SCOUTS HELD COURT
ing talk on The Home and Agriculfish
ponds, cake-walks, contests and ricultural progress attracts more inOF HONOR TUESDAY
o-en 40 and ran 60 yards for the final rifle platoon leader was promoted
tural Interests of New Guinea, SolNIGHT AT BAPT. CHURCH the like. A 5:nail admission fee of dustries with the result that Swift omon Islands, Japan and other
touchdown. Furgerson kicked the to first lieutenant. Transferred to
cents
ten
will
be
charged
to
school
&
Company
located
a plant in Ful- places visited by him in his four
Boy Scouts of Fulton, Hickman,
extra point.
the 91st division as company cornchildren, fifteen cents to others.
ton and Armour & Co., established years of service. His talk was an
t
d F 1 h ,
The final score was 21 to 6 in mander, he was promote dto captain. C Mrs.
Burnette
Cecil
presented
her
major cream stations.
feeor of the visitors.
enjoyable feature of the program.
He was later assigned to the 70th awarded merit badges, and given ,
piano an dvoice pupils in a recital
Mr. Browder said that last year
The F'ulton team goes to Union division, and attended Command other recognition for advancements
The meeting adjourned to meet
Monday
night
in
the school audi. better
than 1,000 cars of livestock in the basement for the tea and disCity Friday night to play the Ten- and General Staff School at Ft. made during the past year, when the
torium.
A very appreciatiVe auwere shipped out of Fulton, by rail play of exhibits by the county pronesseans.
Leavenworth, Kansas. He went annual Court of Honor was held
dience enjoyed the musical selecand highway. There has been a ject leaders. The basement was
overseas in November, 1944, and Tuesday night at the First Baptist
tions.
steady growth in dairying, poultry decorated with fall flowers and auBENNETT HOMEMAKERS
served wwith the Seventh Army un, church.
Mrs. Grace
Cavender, County
raising, production of seed like tumn leaves. A huge pumpkin formPaul Durbin, returned war vetder General Patch in the Rhineland
Health Nurse, visited school MonLadino clover, with the result that ed the centerpiece for the tea table,
Mrs. Bill Holland was hostess to and Central European campaigns. erans who recently opened his law
day and gave cold shots to a numFulton is one of the largest markets covered wiwth a linen cloth, from
the Bennet Homemakers club at He was made Regimental S-3 (train- office in Fulton, was the principal
ber of students and teachers. She
in this area.
which punch with cookies was servher home on the Metropolis road ing and operations officer),
and speaker, and brought a ninspring I will
be the guest speaker to the
It was shown that 27,000 tons of ed. Mrs. Robert Thompson and
in an all day meeting October 10th later assistant Dixision G-3, and message to the boys. He compared '
Freshman Home Economics Club
lime were us.ed in Fulton and Hick- Mrs. Clarence Caldwell presided at
youth movements in Germany with
with seventeen members and three promoted to rank of major.
Fi-iday morning. Her subject will be
man counties lait year; 1700 tons of the tea table. They were assisted
-visitoPs. Mrs. Mary Terrell, Mrs.
Later he became battalion execu- the Boy Scout organization in this „
Ilealth and Personal Grooming."
phosphate, 1800 tons of commercial in serving by the following 4-H
C'.- ester Binkley and Mrs. V. E. Mc. tive officer, and battalion command- count y.
School was dismissed Friday the
fertlizer. The weekly cash income club girls: Misses Mary and Ruth
Mister. The meeting was presided er of the First Battalion, 274th InI 1th for F.D.E.A. All the teachfrom milk, cream, and dairy pro- Bondurant, Peggy Lusk. Dorthea
over by Mrs. M. E. Daws, president. fantry. With the conclusion of hos- FULTON MAN STRUCK
attended.
students
several
and
ers
ducts runs into thousands of dol- Fuller, Wilma Sue Brasfield and
Mrs. Holland gaye scripture reading tilities he was placed on temporary BY TRUCK AT WADSWORTH
During the intermission the gym,
Helen King.
lars.
arel prayer in devotional. Roll call, duty with the War Crimes Comnasium floor was refinished and
Men like those honored tonight,
minutes of last meeting and finan- mission, stationed at Ludwigsburg,
Virgil Walker formerly of Fulton, the Home Economics room was newMr. Browder said, have been re- JOSEPH. OLIVER DIES
cial report was given by Mrs. Chas. Germany.
sustained a broken leg and other ly decorated.
sponsible for this farm progress, beDurbin returned to the States in painful injuries Thursday of last
Sr.ephenson. secretary treasurer.
OF HEART FAILURE
The students winning a place on
Mrs. Relma Jones assisted by Mrs March, 1946, and received his dis- week, whe nhe was struck by a the honor roll for the first term .e.ause they have had the foresight
and industry to plan and work for
Joseph Howell Oliver, 35, died
Dews. and Mrs. O. C. Croft, gate charge at Fort Dix, N. J.
truck at Wadsworth, Ill. He was are:
better production and better farm here suddenly Tuesday night as he
He then attended a school on taken the hospital in that city.
the first of three lessons in hooked
First Honors: Manon Scott and
homes. The farm women
have sat in his parked truck on *in
rug - making. Equipment, jar rugs, federation taxation sponsored by
Mr. Walker resided in Fulton un- Carolyn Wright.
played no small part in the move- street. Funeral services were heid
frames foundation, material, kind of the American Bar Association. at til about seven years ago, and he
Second Honors: Rowena Milford,.
Sandy
hook, designs and kind of usable the New York City Bar Association has many friends in this community. Mildred Pafford, Charles A. Burns, ment. too. Also the 4-H club boys Thursday afternoon a t
and girls have helped to promote Branch.
meterials was theme of lesson. De- building.
Royce Cruce, Barbara Smith, LeRoy
these advancements. The motto of
Durbin, a nephew of Mrs. W. H. MISS BRADY NAMED
Mr. Olive was a veteran of World
dens were created by members of
Bondurant, and George Taylor.
our state, "United we stand, divided War II, and had been engaged in
club. Shapes of rugs and space to Purcell of this city, returned home
CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
we
fail," Mr. Browder concluded farming since receiving his disand took up civic and community
Le use din were also shown.
SPECIAL SERVICES
has proven the value of co-opera- chard, He leaves his parents, Mr.
Mrs. O. C. Croft gave the dand- work, and is one of Fulton's outOfficers and representatives of the
AT THE MISSION
tion, as has the efforts of farmers, and Mrs. Tom Oliver, with whom
ecape lesso non arrangement of standing young leaders. He is Wells Hall Council for the 1946-47
The Rev. H. A. Douglas, Baptist
shade trees, watering trees and commander of the Veterans of For- school year at Murray State Col- minister, will preach at the Mission farm extension department. farm he made his home in the Chestnut
ehrubs during dry season. Plantiog eign Wars; member of the American lege have been elected., Miss Mar- Sunday afternoon at 2:30 p.m. Serv- bureau organizatiens, and civic Glade community: also one brother.
ot roses and
care during winter Legion, superintnedent of the Young garet Brady of Fulton was chosen ices will also be held at 11 a.m Sun- c1ucb
sA. Mahan, state agent, talked
months. Planting of bulbs for best People's Department of the First junior representative.
day School at 9:45 a.m.
on "Agriculture Progress.'' He, too, reside north of Fulton, have 1140
flowering. Many facts in care of Methodist church.
spoke of the fine example of co- acres of well farmed land. Theb:
Mrs. Durbin is the former Miss MILK
fall plantings of bulbs and flowerPRICES RISE
Treat your friends as if he will one operation that has prevailed in this principal cash incomes are clover
ing shrubs for better plants next Margaret Abel of Asbury 'Park, N.
TO 19e IN FULTON day be your enemy, and your en- section. He pointed out that the seed, beef cattle, hogs, tobacco,
J. Mr. and Mrs. Durbin have one
•season was given.
emy as if he will one day be your foundation of a nation, or a com- wheat and poultry.
The meeting adjourned to hold the child, Paula Joann, 3 years old. They
Milk prices were raised from 17c friend.
Mr. and Mrs. Pewitt live west of
munity, is good farming.. WashingNovember meeting with Mrs. H. G. were married in December, 1941, to 19c a quart for pasteurized milk
An injured friend is the bitterest ton, Jefferson. Lincoln. and other Fulton and have 300 acres on their
while he was stationed at Camp by the
'Butner.
Fulton Pure Milk Co., on of foes.—Thomas Jefferson.
great statesmen, haxe long realized farm. Their principal cash incomes
Shelby, Miss.
Wedneeday, according to announceTrust not the praise of a friend this fact.
are hogs, wheat, red clover seed,
Mr.and Mrs. I. F Cannon of Fort
ment of W. P. Burnette, manager. or the contempt of an eeemy.—H.
Thirtymine farm families have beef cattle, tobacco, lespedeza seed%
Orthodoxy is very tolerant—it
Worth Texas, have returned home
In order to meet offers being made G. Bohm
been awarded tha Master Farmer milk, and poultry.
after visiting relatives and friends forgives everything but truth.
by other Meyers, the increase Th
Whatever the number ef a man's plaque since 1928 in Kentucky. Mr.
In addition to the splendid record
in this section, including, Mr. and
If we are ever damned it will the retail price of milk was neces- friends, there will be times ln hie
and Mrs, Lemon Drysdale of Fut established by these representative
Nis. J. W. Cannon and Mr. and not be because we have loved too sary, and at this season there is a life when he has one toa few;
but ton comity, received the award in farm farmlies In the management of
Mrs Tom Brann of Water Valley.
much, but because we have loved shortage of milk.
if he has only one enemy, he is 1930.
their own farms and homes, they
too little.
lucky indeed if he has not one too
W. C. Lassiter, editor of the have rendered valuable community
GOLDEN GLEAMS
We are not punished for our sins
We have no more ieght to con- many —Buwer-Lytton.
Progressive Farmer, presented the and public service in civic, church
but by them.
sume happiness without producing
A man who gives away his mon- Master Awards, and paid high com- and school activities. They are, inThere is no great genius without
The way to secure friends is to it than we have to consume wealth ey is not necessarily more foolish mendation to the Pewitt and Reed deed. a credit and honor to the coma touch of dementia.—Seneca.
without producing it.
be one.
than he who saves it.
families. Mr. and Mrs. Reed, who munity in which they live.
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ALUMINUM HOUSES
From London comes the news
that British airplane plants are
producing aluminum houses which
can be put together in less than
_two hours.
The houses leave the factories
complete in four sections, with
electric wiring and plumbing in
place and wardrobes, aupboards and
a heating plant.
The houses have foar rooms and
a bath and sell for $5,400. They are
one of the prefabricated styles with
which the British hope to replace
tile 4,500,000 dwellings destroyed
during the war. While desioned for
temporary use, it is os-timated that i
they can last for twenty years orl
in'ore.
The use of prefabricateri mouses
is not new but, in this country, as1
in England, the process of adoption. i
is slow. Current production in bothi
countries represents only a small!
fraction of the homes that are necessary to meet the housing shot-!
age. Obviously, the prelablicated
houses can help in the emergency,
but it will take some form of mass
production on a stupendoas scale
to bring prices down to euit the
pocketbooks of many families which
need better housing.
OUR TROUBLES SEEM
TO DOUBLE
There is more reason to be
troubled about our own front yard
of America than the back yards of
Russia and the puppets that are
‘trailing after the big Sno Bear
Apparently all we have in common with these Russians 7nd their
bear-cats, is to agrao on a form of
peace to protect the Woild from
war.
That looks simple enough, doesn't it? The Germans and the Japs
gave up and admitted that they
were licked. Bat the Russians think
they are IT.
Here at home there is a prepetuat
.parade of strikes that hate covered the great industries. tying up the
, production of coal, steel lumber,
dory:L.1e goods, automobiles, electri
cal machinery. clothing, shoes. butter. margarine cheese meat—that's
enly part of the list
There were 59 new strikes in the
United States th elast of August,
plus 252 old strikes, aftecOng about
141,000 employees. •
Then. in early September 3,00a
U. S. merchant shipa fairi idle in
the Nation's perts. Five thousand
:might cars were tied uo before
the strike was threa days old, and
e large part of thorn were filled
with food on the way to market.
Election contests were o'ng carried on in Moine, Connecticut Louisiana, Colorodo, Rhode ts/ard and
elsewhert, and the political issues
were very unusual. It Nona not the
New Deal, or the Demo aa tic or
engoged i r
Republican partie-."
fialiting out their cuifeierii es The

Do you need

MONEY
TO
BUY

COAL
9
•

Why take chances on loping
caught short? Sirs us lor a
lean la lay in your winter's
supply Ireton ooW weather.

poi-- clash was over the CPA, the
bonus, the bonded debt ef the
United Slates, the high cost of
mg, increased fares on hoses. ships
and airplanes.
Most of the mess of ..:onfualon that
has sprung up sinco V-J DA:v may
be laid on the dooisteos of labor
union bosses who veing ofrikes in
all major industries for higher
wages. In all these strikes, except
on the railroads, Ow Triuran Administration has dodged tae issues.
The strike that tied up 3M° vessels
in a weke, disclosed go,ernment
cfficials throwing up their :lands—
about 43 hours later th.y suspected and reported ''slight hope for an
early eat of the Maritime strike
and its threat to the National
economy,"
back
Now, if you trace that
to,1944 you'll b eable to fiod proof
that the iabor vote elo.O.d Roosevelt for the fourth term. His run
ning-mate as Vice-Poesident was
Mr. Truman. And every indication
is trat latter is plannir.g ahead
to oarry 'the election ii• :1.43 for
his party and for eimsoli. Ali of
that wouldn't be so bad if ws had
more statesmen anti net so many
political adventurers.
Really, folks, we are in a bad
way—as far removed fror, World
peace as we were alit]. the first
World War. We won Worl C.War 11
with the champion fighters. and machinery and supplies in quality andquantity better than evc: produced before.

We have spent our nioney. we
have piled up, a National debt that
cannot be paid during the lifetime
of any person now 'iving. We have
been defiled by Rualsian rOtch and
forced to resist, their veird doctrines of Government. If we could
only mind our busines., and get
enough backbone in tne a.'ministration and Congress to .stop these
strikes and restore the old formulas
.of supply and demand. and eompetition, we might switch over to
the right track and the American
way of life.
SOVIET TELLS WHO
WON THE WAR
The long aigurnent which has
prevaile din this country as to
who won the war in the Pacific,
with the Army. Navy, the Air Force
and the Marines participating, eiththrough their members or
er
through admiring friends can be
ended.It seems, after all, that these
American forces played no part in
the great victory., The "truth"
cornes from Mosce(v, where Generalissimo Stalin, in a V-J Day anniversary celebration, tells the people of Russia that the "Soviet people anti Soviet armed forces victoriously concluded the war against
Imperialist Japan."
There may be Fascist Americans
to dispute the statement of the
great war leader of the Russian
people and Teactionary circle's in

All things- considered, grow. ng
Nazi troops int oPoland. In fact, it
would have probably led to an im- livestock means growing profits.
mediate declaration of war against' Extension animal husbandmen say.
Yugoslavia. But Hitler and his
Growing good Cotton does not
threats mean nothing today anJ finish the job—it should be marthe Nazi Party's domination of keted according to grade and staGermany and even the militarism
HEARING NECESSARY
of Germany carry no fear for
Farm machinery no longer ruio
Yugoslavia.
States
fling is needed to keep steel mills
The action of the United
running. Turn in all scrap iron and
in supporting the motion to permit
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
steel.
the Soviet Ukraine to air charges
against the Greek Government is
hardly subject to criticism.
If the Security Council of the
United Nations is to. serve a useful
purpose, in connection with the settlement of international disputes,
there should be no difficulty in presenting cases to 'the Council.
The American position is that it
cannot refuse to hear complaints
brought by any member, but it
should be understood that this does
not mean that the United States
either approves the charges made
or believes that they have a basis
in fact.
this country may minimize the role
played .by Russia, but the Ruissian
people .know better. They have it
on the word of the Generalissimo
himself.

NO SENSATION
Times change and with it, the imnlications and importance of events.
For example..the other day, a
German Elite Corps general was
hanged in Yougoclavia for war
erirne. The execution was hardly
a 'natter of news and received only a few lines in a few large news- ,
papers.

GET ENTRY BLANKS AT KROGER'S OR
WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.

This would have been a sensation in 1939, before Hitler marched

"I would like to tell you why
Increased Rates
on Telephones are Necessary"
Today, more than ever before, Kentucky needs adequate,
dependable telephone service, and it is our purpose to provide it, We are now furnishing more service to Kentuckians
than at any other time in our history.
Both local and long distance calls have reached an all time
high for this state and more and more people want telephones. Since the first of the year, we have installed 40.000
new telephones. But we still have 23,000 orders on hand.
Our study of the state's growth indicates that the demand
tor more service from present as well as new customers will
continue to increase.
In order to keep up, we must enlarge our facilities and
hire more people, regardless of the fact that construction
costs and wages have risen tremendously.
The cost of erecting buildings is up 75 to 100 per cent.
!The overall cost of providing telephone facilities is up 45
to 60 per cent, and telephone materials 15 to 25..pe? cent.
Total payroll costs have increased 202 per cenaince 1939.
Wage rates in Kentucky have been raised during the past
18 months by $2,162,573 on an annual basis. This was in
keeping with national policies and trends and to assure competent personnel to provide adequate service. We now have
4,000 Southern Bell people in Kentucky. Wages account for
about two-thirds of our operating costs.
Although the cost of everything we do to provide service
keeps going up, your telephonA rates generally are lower
today than 15 or more years ago. Because of this, the amount
e money we are paying out is increasing faster than the
amount we are taking in, despite a record volume of buai'teas. Since 1939, the costs of providing service in Kentucky
kave climbed 118 per cent, while revenues have increased
Poly 88 per cent.

The rapid advance of costa in comparison with revenues
bis caused our rate of earnings to go down. In 1939, the

Company WAR eaniinst 4.40 per cent on the amount of mcrney
invested in the state. Today our earning rate is only 1.8.3
per cent This rate reflects the latest wage increases; and
does not include any possible tax refund tbat may be avail
able this year only on 1944 federal income taxes. Southern
Bell's earnings are today the lowest in history.
Nevertheless, the Company is going ahead with a huge
expansion program. We are preparing to spend about $35,000,000 in the next five years on construction work to improve and expand telephone service in Kelltucky. We must
proceed with this construction work, despite high costs,
in order to meet demands for service.
We need improved earnings if we are to meet the increased
costs of providing service and if we are to obtain, on reasonable terms, the capital funds necessary to improve and
eXpai d our service.
That is the reason we have asked authority to raise rates
for local service and to charge 5 cents more on most long
distan& calls within the state.
Current costs indicate a need for greater increases in rates
than we are asking. But we hope our operating experience
under the new rates will prove them sufficient. The increased
income under the new rates would amount to only 11 per
cent of our total Kentucky revenues. In face of the continuously rising costs of providing service, this is moderate.
Kentucky is now in a period of its greatest growth and
expansion, a growth that will bring the state more prosperity than it has ever known. Good and effective telephone
service is essential to.this progress and the Telephone Company must be in a position to supply it. We believe, there?ore, that our request for increased rates is sound and ill

the public interest.

f

?leerieedeet
Kentucky,}tanager

Cow hi or rhos* NOWA

'Interstate
LOLIPt. Coyoxatioys
Incorporated
Over DeMyer Jewelry Store
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 1252
William

Dorton, Mgr.

4. SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

INCOltPORATED

The Ky.Pub. Service Com. will hold a fiealng at Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 7 on the Company's application for increased rates.
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Let Us Help You Solve
Your HEATING roblems!

THE CUSTOM OF 'SERVINta NUTS AND FRUIT ON Ail^
HALLOWEEN COMES FROM THE FF.`5TIVAL. OR "Ar?'
ROMANA, CELEBRATED BY TS-IE 'ROMANS

L

H-HAVE SOME.
B EsEVORE THE
ai-MST COMES
•.

y-

Drop in our store and let us help you with your heating problems this winter. We have a good selection of
Heaters and Cooking Stoves, and vvill be glad to supply your needs. You can't go wrong by preparing for
the cold weather ahead now while you can find the
stove you want.

FALSE
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
TRUE-Labor Day was originated by the Knights of
Labor in 1882.

The
Popular

Stoves and Heaters

Warm Aire Stoves

The Warm Morning
type of stove

two sizes.
A size and style to fit every purpose. Just look at these sugestions.
Easy to operate, clean.

SURE-O-HEAT OIL HEATER

$39.95

SMALL SIZE

$49.50

LARGE SIZE

$54.95

DIXIE NO-SMOKE HEATER
A FEW GOOD OIL HEATERS, the popular portable type

LAUNDRY STOVES, always a popular number and hard to find $10.95

AND SHORTEN THE HOURS OF WORK
We have several nice Cooking

Stoves, in the

popular new range type.

$64.95

THE NEW ROYAL, white enamel finish $84.50
$94.50

THE ROYAL, white enamel

$99.50

KOL-GAS HEATER, a mighty good heater for the home

$64.95

These are mighty fine for providing good, comfortable warmth as needed. They come in three
sizes and priced at$59.50

THE ROYAL LEADER

We also have some good used oil Cooking Stove.

$54.95

DIXIE NO-SMOKE HEATER, the circulator type

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
A NEW SHIPMENT CANNON HEATERS

IMPROVE YOUR KITCHEN

A jim-dandy heater

$9.50

$64.50

$79.50

ELECTRIC HEATERS
Now you -have a wide selection of designs and
sizes from which to choose. Better get yours
while they are available:
ECONOMASTER HEATER

TEA KETTLES, poular cast aluminum

$4.95

ROLL ROOFING, 2 ply, roll

$2.50

HEATING PADS, several sizes and designs.
Your choice of sizes
$5.25 to $8.35

$10.70

RAYMASTER HEATER

$5.00

.RAINMASTER HEATER

$8.00

COZ-AIR HEATER, radiator type

$31.95

MODERNITIC HEATER

$.13.75

PERFECTION RANGE- thoroughly reconditioned and guaranteed to cook like new

840

BOSS OVEN, the two burner type ____

$7.95..

ELECTRIC HOT PLATES

IS ON THE AIR
If you want to sing on the Radio, we will
be glad for you to appear on our program.
Come by our store and see Ernest C. LoweAnd listen to WENK each Saturday
morning at 9:30 o'clock.

PLENTY OF HOT WATER
WHEN YOU WANT IT!
You can now have hot water in abundance with
one of these All-Electric or

"Stars of Tomorrow"

Oil-Burning

Hot

Water Heaters. Come in .and select your favorite.
•••

MERTLAND, all electric heater, 30 gals. $79.50
MERTLAND, all electric heater 40 gals. $122.50

BRING YOUR RADIO
TO OUR REPAIR
DEPARTMENT
PROMPT, EFFICIENT REPAIR SERVICE FOR
BETTER RECEPTION ON YOUR RADIO

OIL BURNING WATER-HEATER, 30 gallon
capacity tank

$125.00

PARTS and TUBES

Single Unit

$4.32

Double Unit

$7.49

Double Unit, white porcelain

$11.85

Single Unit

$2.81

DOUble Unit

$10.95-

ELECTRIC TOASTER

$5.83

JUST

ARRIVED

A new Sonora 6-tube Radio
and Automatic Record Player
Swell for home use,for guests
and parties. Priced $107.95

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
319-32i W ALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

FULTON,KENTUCKY
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PILOT OAK
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Winterize
Your Car Now!

RE411,1 SEOE SHOP

Next to the City National Bank
eee •

e

es

Now Readygo Serve You

ROOF and FURNACE
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.

We have opened our new

• CHANGE OIL

TIN WORK A SPECIALTY

Service Station
Shell Gasoline and Motor Oils.
Shellubrication. Washing and Polishing.
We'll be glad to serve you. Merl Grissom invites you to visit us, and will appreciate serving
you.

Plymouth and Chrysler Dealers

King Motor Company
111-115 Carr St.

Phone 1267

Fulton, Ky.

• DRAIN and CLEAN THE RADIA TO R

Smallman & Webb

• CHECK BATTER f
• FILL UP With GOOD GULF GAS-

TIN SHOP

LINE
Fulton, Ky.

Main and Olive Streets,

Honest Pepresentation
for ALL the people
VOTE

mov. lith

6ring your car in and let us giye it a thoroqi,
.t.ahead.
cfiam7.1,e-over tor the cold da)

POLSGROVE Leant
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON, KY.

FOR

See Us- For Your—
•

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

POULTRY POWDER
WOFIM CAPSItES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRU-o COMPANY

JUDGE

JOHN S. COOPER
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR

U. S. SENATOR
(Political Advertisement)

Oh, yes, you've reminded me of something else besides the quart of
FULTON MILK. It's bananas.

Fulton Pure Milk
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•TIDIIITS
OUR OIVN BUGGY1
In rummaging around in my office storerooree recently, I saw and
brought home my old diary fa.
June 9 to August 20, 1905. Turning
through the vety first pages, I ran
on an erresting item .After a rath-

"INERE IS ONLY A NAIRUWE. MARGIN 13E-TWEEN
SUCCESS ANC) FAILURE.

s't.

K I.

ce

mart of

tti for, Jur sevii al days in the almost boundless bottoms; I found
Kosts of early-summer flowers and
vovei•ed whole pages of my diary,
with notes about reature;sI went
to a singing school in a log schoolhouse called Macedonia And helped
Eine tunes pitched a mile above the
ordinary• eandidate came to Sulphur .Springs to our annual Fourth
of July picnic, and a young lawyer,
now a very sttecessful man in Corbin, made his maiden speech as a
candidate(unseccessful) for representative from my home county.
Surely that many events would be
enough to - consume the time to
make a buggy from the raw wood.
But all things come to him who
waits, maid a sentence in Harvey's
Grammar.

so king ever looked any more roy- 1 Turn- in waste fats. Fat and lye
al.) 'We soon set the buggy up
sGap, but not &you laS
end ,we hitched Mag to it and dove fat down and let it lie.
up town. I bought several small , Good breeding and feeding are
artiles, among them some baker's ! keys to success in hog re'sing•
bread (Hot dog, wouldn't you like , breeding time is here now,
but
to sample some of that bread right ; feeding goes on forever.
now; it was baked in St. Louis and'
Sally Siniipkins says: The drugshinned by rail, so that it was sevcral days old when V got it; it gist is expected to know what to
smelled of hops and eame in loaves mix to make one well, but the
;Agger than any you ever see now.) homemakers must know what to
a lapspread, and a whip, and load- mix to KEEP her family well.
ing up my things, I started home.1 The cream of milk producers,
This side '(that is, the Fidelity shown in the State Junior Dairy
side) of Murray a short distance I Show, proved that the dairy imstopped and greased the spindles, provement program is getting butwhich seemed to lighten the load tier and better.
considerably. I made several halts
on the way and arrivsd here
(home) about 4:00 P. M. I
the !
steps on the buggy and rolled it
under the shed."
There you have it. That is the!
Concrete Burial Vault
way to order a buggy, wait four
Proven Dependability
weeks for it without mentioning it
in your diary, and then tell all
Beauty
the little details that make child-1
Permanence
Strength
ish diaries so dull or-so interesting,
just the way you look at them.

The value of an education lies
in the struggle to get it. Do tau
much for people, and they will ,ein
nothing for themselves.
Men who do nothing and sse.
nothing are never ridiculous. Those
who hope muuch, believe exude.
and love much, make mistakes.
To stand still is. to retreat, seed
to retreat is death,

Hear America's favorite tenor

The
BRONZOLEUM

On July 7, 1905, the great event
is recorded thus: "This morning I
saddled Mag ,(my sister's mare and
for twenty-six years the old famThere was no reason why time ily nag that I have so often talked
should have been heavy on my about sentimentally) and went to
ham"; during the long wait for our Murray after Father's-buggy, which
Successful cleaning depends upon
treasure. Leafing through the yel- came several -days ago. I got _thtre
the funds and equipment used and lowed leaved of my diary, I find
about 10:00 A. M. and went up in
the care given to the garment. The that in the 'period all eorts of thEvery Sunday on the
town and got a set of harness from
. PRODUCTION CLIMBING
AlUALITY CLEANERS use the finieve-Aim; things, happened. We fin- Frank P'Pool v.-hich Albert ( mY
-e‘t -gollids. toast mo ern equ pment
production has had a
bliel planting our late corn, we older brother) had already bought.
and
the best service found
inc.
' climb in. the p;..st two
laid' by the earlier patches,ewe put 'Are (that is, Albert and Il• then rehet 1'.
moritiv:. according to Civilian Proout cor last tobacco for the season; lurned- to the depot and began to •_
with Howard Barlow
lin' is ra or
o
D.
weie great doings at Sulphur put up the buggy. Mr. I:Cing (the - ti • e
and 60-piece Orchestra
Who says thi...t if the present
.church, company of micel- eepot agent, I suppose.) came aboute
,
11140
eeraie eontinues to the end of 1946,,
Lyn Murray Cho,us
CASH ES. CARR Y
!;,rieous kinds came and went; it *this time, and I presented the 'Ur it
'will eliminate most of the prob.
WAIT',
YOU
PRESS wHILE.
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WISCONSIN LABOR FEDERATION
NO LONGER ADVOCATES PUBLIC
OWNERSHIP OF THE UTILITIES
Tacoma (Washington) Light Company Is Also Beset by Troubles;
Ey.
Superintendent Resigns Because of Political Overseeing
winitial reTT has not beergt
cently to learn that tax-free
chi-Acens of publicly owned power systems have come hsmr te roost,
but it does throw new light on the
entir* Matter-to- loam that a State
Federation of Labor, who wrote into
its constitution 53 years ago a plank
in favor of public ownership, has
obliterated the plank, wiping it entirely out of it constitution.
At its meeting in Superier a couple
of weeks ago, the Wisconsin State
Federetion of Labor did just that.
After carefully reviewing the facts
concerning public ownership, Wisconsin labor officially decided to
have nothing further to do with it.
• * •
Good Service Doubted
Tri commenting upon the Federa•K tion's move, the Green Bay (Wis.)
Presc-Ggzette made this extremely
pointed statement:
''It (the Federation) has learned
that if the public cannot secure sansrectory operation of its utilities when
hal Suek. ,cortmlete authority to
regulate them., even to the money
they borrarthe dividends they pay,
.the extensions •they build and the
rptes .hey cherge, hoir can it expect
to improve their service by investing
tax-raised money in them? That is
a question that the little coterie of
extremists will not face because,
however much they patter and putter and spiel about heavenly motives,
e their real purpose is to get hold of
the utilities for what they think is in
it for themselves.
"The Federation is just as sure of
itself :hen it denounces any purpose
of advocating public ownership of
our industries."
• * *
. Glansour Evaporated
NOWHERE has there been found a
11 more concise indictment of the
advocates of public ownership than
that final ecinclesion of the Green
Bay Press-Gazette: "Their real pur. pose i! to get hold of the utilities

a

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

1

irt

favis
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er tedious a,ccounti of speuding
lagre part of the. day cleaning out
ditches (v,here and what kind I
cannot now re:Nill), I added: "When
I got my ditches cleaned out, I cattle
home and went to Fidelity. I sent
an 'order for a buggy for father."
In spite of that breath-taking qatement I slept that night and was
able to work_the next day, thinning
corn and planting a late patch. No
doubt I counted the days until the
nee buggy
arrived, estimating,
from former orders of various sorts,
just how 'Ong it would take the
letter te get to Chicago, how long
it would have to wait to be opened,
and how soon the buggy would
be started from the factery, in Chicago or elsewhere. But life must
go on, buggy or no buggy, espeeially when a sixteen-year-old boy is
making a full-time hand on the
farm and is writing an elaborate
dlary to boot.

for whet they think is in it for them- system. His past record indicated
that he seas an expert. But the ioker
selves."
Meanwhile, on September 11, the was.: ghat thie $9,300-a-year , expert:.
Portland, Oregon Voter begin a hadl.c. have allihis decisione ripled
lengthy news story with these omi- by a $400-a-month city councillor
nous words, ''The glamour which who knew nothing at all about the
public ownership crusaders of the electric businetts.
Superintendent Darland was subnation have wrapped around Tacoma
City Light, lo! these many yeers, jected to the customary political
overeeeing. Th61 has been the fate
has started to evaporate."
For many years Congressman of nearly all attempts at efficient
Rankin and his political affiliates management.
Fact nurnber 2, that desired goals
pointed to Seattle as a model of what
the cities of the United States could are unattainable boiled down to
systems.
plain lack of money.
do with municipally ov.med
e a
Whcn Seattle's shining example colBusiness Operation Lacking
lapsed like a house of cards, the pubb
lic power people leaped quickly te rrACOMA'S "yardstick rates" nave
Tacoma City Light Company as the
been low. So low, in fact, that
"yardstick" to be pointed to with the incorne was insufficient to take
pride. Now, the Poetland paper care of proper maintenance for sevpoints out, "Evidence accumulates eral years. So low that there is not
that Tacema City Light is falling sufficient money to plan for necesinto that same pattern."
sary expansion. So low that addi• • •
tional power could not be purchased
Political Control Hated
wholesale profitably, from even the
Voteri
eevernment's
Bonneville Dam proj0 quote the Portland
"After one year as superintend- ect. 7eiTtrer=.1r4e,",l'Ainte - 17,..s•.. -ent of the Tacoma System, Alvin F.
There is talk of fuither
Darland resigned, effective August 1. million dollar bond iesue• to pay for
It is not the mere fact that Mr. Dar- things that any properly run, busiland resigned that has surprised the ness-managed. tax-paying electric
electric industry and jolted the pub- company v.muld have paid for out of
lic ownership enthusiasts, but it is operating income. It's the old story
the reasons he gave which furnish of the tax-lever getting it in the
•••••
•- -the atomic explosion. One finds neck.
But meanwhile, so passeth another
these two amazing facts:
"1. Mr. Darland revolted against "outstanding example" cf reenicipal
political cinatrol. Basically, this is electric operations.
the most important of the disclosures
An Advertisement of
made.
kentiteky Utilities Company
"2. Mr. Darland decided that
Incorporated
goals desired for the Tacoma system
are 'unattainable.'"
Don't allow your electric cords to
The Voter went to great lengths to
show what was behind these two knot or kink es it will tend to break
and thus shorten
reasons -for Mr. Darland's resigna- down the insulation
the •life of the cord. Do not throw
tion. Briefly the facts are:
a break.
if
it
develops
away e cord
* • •
Breaks usuelly occur near the plug—
Novice Bossed Expert
be repaired by slightly
and 'e•
MR.DARLAND had been hieed, for shoree.
the cord which will then
$9,300'per ;ter. as a pows.•-liusl- eervees-well as a new one. Broken
ness expert to menage Cie Taceina elties cen easily be replaced.

Genius is the clearer presence of
;,.,c1 Most High in a man. Dim.
tential in all men; in this man
•• !nes become clear, actuale—Thos.
Carlyle.
•
Your man of genius pays clearly
ior -his distinction. His head runs
-up into a spire, and instead -of a
healthy man, merry and wise, he
is some mad dominie.—Emerson.
Genius is mainly an affair of
energy.—Matthew ArtuSid.
Genius, as an evplosive power,
beats gunpowder hollow.— T. H.
Huxley.

e

DOES TIIE
COFFEE YOU NOIV
SEIM
EXACTLY SUIT
YOUR TASTE

Danger
Signal
When leaks appear in your Radiator—DON'T
DELAY Repairs. Delay may result in expensive
damage to your engine. Bring your car to tis
for immediate attention.
WE ARE RADIATOR specialists—repair leaks.
prevent over-heating--complete radiator serv-2 ft
ice.
AUTO REPAIRENG

Pierce's

Garage

LAKE STREE EXTENSION

TELIMITONE 591-1W
.

ACROSS FROM COCA-COLA PLANT

j

FULTON

Maybe it is time
to change brands.
Highly recommended to
those of discriminating taste.

wino PAIR

No Building Is Immune
From FIRE-But everybody can follow these common
sense precautions and help reduce the hazard
1. Clean up your premises.

last.Cood
EARLY BREAKFAST)
Each a blend of
the world's
fineit Coffe•s.
Valuable coupon
in each package
of GRAND PRIZE
and
• • TAST-GOOD

2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.
3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings and household effects.
4. If you have any insurance problems or
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.
FIRE—it can happen tO you!

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Main Street

Fulton, Kentucay

.
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LATHAM
AND BIBLE UNION

•

Our town and en-tire community
was shocked Sunday morning at
th a sudden death of our good Doctor Taylor. He was on his way to
Tttinois an dsotpped at the College
Inn at Mum ay where he collapsed.
state at his Latham home
He het
waiting for his son and other relaatives to arrive.
Ljon Mosley and Miss Lawz.nda Stafford were happily
'married last Sunday.
Well, for the first time, we were
rained out on Friday for our Fair.
As announced we had it Saturday
and had a huge success. Total receipts were more than- had ever
been before which were $4.40. We
want to thank everyone who contributed in any way.
Mr. Jim Wheeler remains about
the same.
Miss Yvonne Wheeler of Memphis, but formerly of Latham was
=varied last Sunday to Mr. Lester
SteVens of Memphis, They were accumpanied by the groom's sister
and husband. Mr. and Mrs. O. M.

CALL US
--for—

DRY CLEANING
—and—

LAUNDRY SERVICE
Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Al•
ways Appreciated.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
Phone 14

They wil lreside in MemWt..
phis where they are both emplpoyed. Thc bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Wheeler of Latham, a graduate of Dresden High,
in th cia.:$ of 1945. She has many
friends who extend congratulations.

distribution are concerned; that's
about the time insects go into winter
quarters.
The farmer who does not take
enough interest in his land to deposit neede dminerals has a fat* "cents"
of security, and Nay expect liquid.
ation sooner or later.
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ROCK SPRINGS
RECIPE OF THE WEEK
Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Copeland,
Here's a salad idea whcih both Wit
Martha, Sandra Hale and Mrs. Kota
and little will enjoy. The secret
ipeland spent Sionday near Pryersin cooking apple slices with
lies
Aubrey
Mrs.
burg with Mr. and
stick candy to save sugar, then addCopeland.
pink or green coloring. Food
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and baby ing
at the Universiyt of Kenspent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. specialists
titelcy College of Agriculture and
Henry Sams.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Copeland Home Economics warn that only a
and family visited awhile Tuesday drop or two of vegetable coloring
night with A. E. Green and fam- will be necessary to give a delicate
tint.
i ly.
Apple-Cheese Salad
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Douglas and
3 large apples
in the
baby visited Pressie Moore and
3-4 cup water
.
family for awhile Monglay after1-2 cup crushed stick candy
noon.
1-4 cup nuts
Sandra Hale spent the week-end
1 1-2 eups cottage cheese
with Martha Kay Copeland.
Dressing
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
dirs. Ina Bellow attended the , As- • Wash and core the apples, then
sociation near Mayfield Saturday. cut in haltinch slices without peelMrs. Fannie Neugent spent Tues- ing. Make a syrup of the water atid
day with Mrs. Elizabeth Elliott.
stick candy, adding a stick of elm
Misses Marie, Nark and Gladys namon if desired, then a drop or two
Moore visited Mrs. Thelma Dillon of red or green coloring. Cook the
There's a new Lind of thunder roiling through dm
Saturday afternoon.
apples in the syrup, cooking gently
great valley of the Illinois Central—the deepto avoid breaking. Chill. Arrange on
throated bass whisper of powerful new locomotives
Says
kins
moving many passengers Smoethly and swiftly to
lettuce
and fill centers with cottage
Sil0 SiM
•
their destinations.
-•"-•
It's not the gin that works the cheese td which chopped Aids have
• 'kr.•
grading dwon the cotton; Returns been added. Serve with salad dressWe're proud of the faster schedules and finer pasrules
possible
our,
by
made
freight
service
when
and
ing.
ty
sew,.
sc
and
thin
irow
trWern motive power. But our finest and newest
MCriu: Tuna Loaf, scalloped potaof handling are forgotten.
locomotives are also synaalls of caen better things'
Fire Prevention Week is a good toes, green beans, apple-cheese salad,'
to come. For it is our intent to make the tnost of
time to squelch the "burning ambi- corn sticks. butter, and gingerbread
every advance in motive lamer -steam, diesel,
with raisin sauce.
tion" of fire hazards on the farm.
anti the revalutionary turbine that will
electric
I
spray powdered coal into blazing, ahirling power.
Individusl feeding of dairy cows is
NO "GET • TOUGH" POLICY
as important as running to capacity
For we expect our power plants to defy the thuniny other production machinery.
der of the elements. to deliver our passengers and
The "get touga" policy toward
The burning que;tion of the hour Russia, which is being much disfreight safely and on schedule. 'Ibis goal is a part
of•the Illinois Central program to bring you transis how much:property we can keep cussed; should not be misunderstood
portation second to none.
from burning during the coming by the people of this country. It
year.
We intend to earn your continued patronage and
OS not tough in the sense of attemptfriendship.
It is better for a farmer to have ing to bully an associate nation. It
pullets working for him than for represents, in reality, nothing but a
W.A. JOHNSTON,President
him to be working for a flock of old firm decision not to abandon rights
hens.
to another nation under pressure
upon the rights and privileges of
s.ans may be contemplating
The highest taxes paid on land are
There are many people in the the
two nations, is being operated something ef a change in their inthose taken by erosion and poor United States who would object to
upon a deliberate . policy of en- ternational 'relattoms.
Some ob_management,.sinee they make abso- --'`get—tough policy toward any
crpaching upon the Rustiarrt. nr ;revers believe that this is a renation. They must not be misled
lutely no return.
sponse to a conviction, now firmly
Accidents looking for a place to into believing that our policy to- pinching their privileges.
implant.ad la the minds at Moscow
the
that
are
indications
There
I
baled
happen alwyas look favorably upon ward Russia, instead of being
the farm th..-4 hasn't been check
for fire hazards.
:,
The insecticide year begins Octoand
ber 1 as far as manufacturing
s

THUNDER
VALLEY

f

-

.FS

I LLINOIS
NTRAL
RAILROAD
•

that the United States. intends to
play a full hand in world affairs'•
'and to assert its rights and protect
its interests which include the estab.
lishrnent of a world that will make
possible permanent peace.

•
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We Specialize In Making
Wrecked Cars
Look Like New!

a/went:wee

oil°ezizat

•

aim

atzeezie
A return to traditional standar& of comfort an

••••4
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e.fte
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ienee has. been Greyhound's goal ever since th.. w,sr.
Much progress has been made. Soon, we hope, thew r .11
brimpleirrOmmodations for everyone--witerevec aud
whenever they may want to go.
Temporarily, however, there may be certain tiznes when
the great volume of post-war travel places an unusuatly heavy burden on our facilities. Should you be inconvenienced during these periods, please understand that the
condition is one which is beyond our control.
75 new air-conditioned buses have been ordered for use in this territory. But

WE piek top the pieces and put them together again. No
matter how serious the accident; no matter how hopeless the
repair at your car looks after the accident—our expert body
aad tender repairmen will put your ear back in A-1 condition.
Years ot experience has taught us the "know how" which
is so important if your car has been in a bad smash-up. No
damage is beyond repair once our experts go to work on it

• HAVE THE EQUIPMENT AND ME<
WE
MIMICS TO DO THE JOB RIGHT AT
ECONOMICAL COST

they have been delayed by reconversion difficulties. And these same diffieulties also
have retarded delivery of' needed repair parts. Only recently, as many as -10 of our
present buses were tied up in Dixie Greyhound garages—waiting for necessary parts.
When the 75 buses on order become buses in actual service on the highways. and
when there's an adequate flow of repair and replacement parts, thousands of atiditianai
seats will be at the service of Greyhound travelers in this and neighboring .staies. %
That means more comfort, more convenience, more schedules over popular routes,
more time-saving Express runs between distant points. Coming, too—when building materials are available—are new and improved terminal farilities and wayside
StatiOnt—finer service in every way.

When it seems impossible, call us.

ADAMS & STOKER
AUTO REBUILDERS
"You Wrecleem — We Fix'em"
410 E. State Lime

.11ISSISSei

Phone 10115

!Valise,

Ky.

•
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It is the silliest philosophy 'hat the rnan in the street believes
non is in such a DICKENS OF A ' by the Army, one would do well
es the Committee roncluded that
rseriously presented. If this 'hat one dollar is paid in dividends
MESS.
I not to accept at face value all that the military authorities were aat
-Jrnething for nothing idea was car- for every dollar paid in
wages— 72
interested persons allege.
"seriously at fault" in deciding iss
tied to its logical conclusion, it oer cent of them believe this.
,
ENLARGED AFTER
I
t vssould mean at some future date
Recently, the House Committee,' sell the property as scrap.
Is it an`y wonder that an em WAR BEGAN
eN cry one would have everything . ,)loyee who believes that
set up to check on the disposal of
for every
for proctoring nothing. Of course, dollar he earns, some stockholder
Currently, all land is high, hat
"The Navy before the war de-; war surpluses, raced to Atlanta to
!that's basurd, but, abusurd or not, ; gets a dollar in dividends, concludes
highest.
veloped, with two or three carries, investigate the reports that $1,000,- poor land is
ithat's the soothing syrup . which i that the Ameriran Way is a
cock- had the best naval air force in the 000 worth of electronic material
The farmer who sits down on the
!for many years has been poured eyed system?
world," declares Hanson W. Bald- had been sold to a junk dealer for job is not likely to stand long adow nthe throats of millions of ployeeheis
sin, military expert of the New $600. After hearing twelve witness- mong successful farmers.
A DICKENS OF A MESS
Americans.. You and I knoix there
Is it the fault of the man in the York Times.
This country is in a mess — a !never has been and never will
be'. street that he believes he is getThis general statement is applidickens of
mess. Nothing Ina :a substitute for hard work and''Mg such
a raw deal? No, the fault
cable to the quality of our naval ,1
trouble, lots and lots of trouble Iles thrift.
lies with his employer for not tellahead for small business, with very
Another equally silly idea which ing him the facts. Suppose workers air force when the war with Japan
began, but no one should believe
little rhance for its survival, un- has been vigorpusly
promoted from knew, for example that in 1944, the
that, before the war, the-nation had
less the present blind, senseless, high places, is that our
frontiers ratio of wages to dividends (the
headlong rush towards state social- are gone, that this country
a large enough naval airforce in
can not national average for all corporaJUST CALL FOR
ism can be halted and reversed in develop any further,
that the best tions) was seven to one— seven the Pacific.
the- very near future.
thing to which we can look forward dollars in w:.- ges for every dollar in
The air force in being, when the '
Why are we in such a mess to- is a static economy, and
therefore, dividends. If the man in the street attack on -Pearl Harbor startled
day? One reason is that altogether We might as well get
busy dividing knew this, don't you think he would the nation, was no doubt the best I
too many Americans are firm be- up what we have,
because we'll . feel a whole lot better about his ip the world so far as tactics andl
lievers in the basic New Deal phil- ”ever have more
at the
to divide.
end of the deal and that a far bet- training were concerned but it Was I
osophy of scarcity—something for
Now, I don't rlaim to be a prop.--! ter spirit of cooperation could be not big enough for the
job and,!
het, but I'll hazard the prediction developed between him and his em- ronsequently, the fighting
in the
that within ten years from the end ployer?
Pacific was touch-and-go until it,I
W.
Jones & Sons of the war, at least e0 per cent of Failure of employers to give em- along with the rest of the fleet,
My home address is Fourth-aye., Highlands.
+his nation's total production will ployees the facts has left the field could be enlarged.
Funeral Home
be on new products which were v.ide open for the Communists to
1211 University
-Phone 3611
Fulton, Ky.
not and never had been in commer-. put. _over thieir deseptive, lying, WASTE DENIED
MARTIN, TENN.
Oa' production when World War 11 ubVersive propaganda. That, in
A Distinctive Seryice Well
•
.Within Your Means
ended. Actually, instead df our my huinhle opinion, is undoubtedly
.
In connection v.ith charges of
frontiers being gone, never were ti,e principal reason why this na- waste in the sale
of surplus goods
thev more unlimited.
The outstanding manifestation of I
iccurate
the basic New Deal philosophy—
,pmething for nothing--is more pay !
WORKMANSHIP
for les work. We must quickly !
At Low Cost g'-t this, idea
out of the minds of
Watches Clocks and Time
eur people or one of these fine days
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers.
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate
with national bank1 wel,
' be fared
Is Repaired at Low Cost bl—
I •-tiptcy. No nation, even if it 'did ,
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
! not have a national debt of more
ANDREWS
than 250 billion dollars, could long
JEWELRY COMPANY
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
'
..:stain itself on a more pay for
I les: work platform, and maintain
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Ca.sh
o.ifidence in the value of its
money. You know what happens
Registers Carefully Repaired
to a nation when its citizens lose
confidence in the value of their
country'.: currency!
But, bad a sthe New Deal record
Chiropractor
the record of American business
i-n. with a few notable exceptions
• COMPANY
City Nvational Bank Bldg is just as bad, if not worse! Bus'.
iness men know what free compe304 Walnut Street
Phone 85
Fulton, Ky.
..itive enterprise means, but how I
Office Hew. 9 to 12: 2 to 5
workers on their payrolls'
know what freedom of enterprise
Evenings 7 tu 8 p. m.
means to them? A recent survey,,
made in Pacific Coast cities, shows
Plasmatic Therapy
WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL

*lora

PLUMBING SERVICE
R. D. STRATTON, Plumber

B. & B. SUPPLY Co.

-

Our New Phone
Number Is

INTERIOR
DECORATING?

900

DR. T. M. REID

When you need Flour or
Feed.•..:e
`tit have it. Just Phone 900

F

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY

Browder Milling Co,
Incorporated

KINDS OF

PHONE 97
Electrical Treatments

TIRES VUI-CANIZED
AND RECAPPED
Auto Parts
Sporting Goods
Kelly-Springfield

Tires

MEL *IMONS
Phone 478
Upper Main St, Fulton

RADIO REPAIR
SERVICE
PiZts anckTubes
Phone 1261
HAM'S RADIO
SERVICE

Subscriptions
Rolling In Fast
—and why shouldn't they? In these
days you seldom get DOUBLE
VALUE, but we are making an exception to this rule in our

2 tor 1 Offer
Renew your subscription now, or 4et your
friends to subscribe. Think sof it-.

2 Teat; Subscription for

32'4 Walnut St., Fulton

the Price of One Tear.

DRIVE Di

This offer is limited and when we reach our
quota the price will be at regular rates.

TO SEE US

PIT BAR-8-Q,

sour, emu

Don't Delay---Act Now!

Seed Clea.
nmg
We are equipped and have the experience to give you the kind of service you
desire in seed cleaning.
WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

A.C.Butts& Sons
Phone 202-W or 202-J
East State Line
Fulton, Kentucky

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS
Concrete or Cinder 13locks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.

SANDWICHES
Oppen Sundays and Every Night

HOP'S LITNCH ROOM
Plenty Parking Space
Curb Service
Across Street From OK Laundry
Your Patronage Appreciated

FULTON NEWS

Adams & Lowe

Your Farm and Home Paper

Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

_
Mrs. J. E. Finley visite dher sls- Powell v.ere in...rried Saturday at
ters, Mrs. 'Venni° House and Mrs. Fulton.
ROUTE TWO
Ruth Weems one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ross of Cali--qv. 4 of this vicinity are glad
tornia have moved into Mrs. Lillie
to •
ti.e nice weather.
Miller's home.
71`,-UKEDOM
NIE. and Mrs. Willie Cayender, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Wray were
Nt
Jess Cavender and M. T. Cannon atthe latter's parents, Mr.
auk ,.•s
and Mrs. T. C. House,' Thursday of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lynch of De- tended the reunion at Mr. and Mrs.
last week.
troit are visiting her parents, Mr. Tom Brann's in Water Valley Sunday.
NI . and Mr.;. Harry•Yates visited and' Mrs. Eph Neely.
Mr. and Mrs. Cannon visited Mr,
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Starks of
:111C1 Mrs. Zee Singlj:tun Sunday.
Alfr:Al McNatt was a guest in St Louis spent the week-end .with and Mra Lecni Faulkner and Mickie
of Murray ;awhile Tuesday night:the 1,onte of his brother, Mr. J. J. her mother, Mrs. Adraine Rose.
Nte, and Mrs. Ben Winston atMrs. Velma LaFtize was brought
McNatt Monday night.
Erwin Rowland'and daugh- home from the Martin hospital last tendeld church in .Murray Tuesday
night. Bro. Pat Hardeman did the
ter, Eudora. left Sunday night for week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Wodruff preaching.
Florichi for'an extended visit with
'the former's parents, Rev. and Mrs. were in Martin Sunday.
Mil and Mrs. Elson McGuire spent
ROUTE THREE
F. Morelock.
Joyce Taylor was a guest of Thursday night with Mr. and 'qrs.
Emmett Finley.
The inside painting of Old Bethel
-Neal-rya Jean Wilson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. El. A. Winston at- Church vvas completed Saturday. It
Mrs. Tennie House and Mrs. Ruth
very nice.
Weems called on Mrs. Earl Wray tended church in Murray Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cannon and
Mr. and Mrs. B. Cole of Hickman
Mrs_ Dorothy Cross and baby, Max spent Sunday in Murray with were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Anna, who have been vis-I Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faulkner and Andrew Williams.
B. G. Lowry, wife and son, JimStisig relatives here left for Mi- Mickie.
Mrs. Hubert Jackson spent Thurs- mie, were suPper guests of B. H.
ami. Fla., Wednesday of last week.
Mr_ Harry Yates is spending a day night with her parents, Mr. and Lowry and family Sunday night.
law days in Louisville on business. Mrs. Poff of Wingo.
J. C. Foster has tried the rest
Misses Betty Joe Williams, Neva cure, now he is going to try the
Mr_ Edd Casey .?,ame home from
efrospital last week and is slow- Jones of Fulton and Dorothy June work cure by spreading lime.
Cunningham spent the week-end
ly improving.
Our news boys came over SunMt_ W. C. Wheeler of Paoli, Ind., with Miss Betty Jo Hudson.
day. We asked them to take pot
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Darnell at- luck with us. They accepted, ate,
-visited in this vicinity Monday.
Mrs_ Mildred Byasse and chil- tended the World Series in St. washed the dishes, then went on
-deco of Fulton are guests of her Louis.
their way.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. House, Jr..
..ausse., Mrs. Evaline Yates this week.
J. Paul Bushart was a visitor at
Claude Fields is able to be out visited Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rose J. C.
Foster's Sunday.
afternoon. We
JI0611-11. after having a severe sick Sunday night.
hope his daughter has a speedy reMiss Mattie McClain and Gerald
spell
covery from an automobile accident
that occurred near Pilot Oak Friday. They were returning from
Murray. Five in the car. One boy
died next day from injuries.
Don Starks really 4:an make one
happy. Boyd Hainhne and Avife,
an obscure couple, who vvishrd to

DUKEDOM

*

Rev. Mr. Wright Hopes His Experience Will Lead Others To
Shine Happy Relief He Obtained
—"Niss One More Thankful To
Retonga," He Says.

REV. J. B. WRIGHT
Declaring that Retonga gave him
splendid relief from the tortures of nervous indigestion that
he feels it his duyt to make a public statement about his case, the
Bev_ .L B. Wright of 714 Fletcher
'St_, Cedartown, Ga., has joined the
scores of ministers praising this
noted medicine.
Stbeill

"I was eighteen pounds underweight," states Rev. Wright and
the little food I ate seemed to turn
quickly into gas. Indigestion plagued me no matter what I ate. I felt
so badly weakened I just had to
drag myself around. I had to take
strong laxatives regularly, and for
weweks at a time I was tortured
by. muscular pains. Sleep was almost impossible most of the time
and mornings I felt as if I had not
gone to be at all. I tried so many
medicines without finding relief I
ust about gave up hope.
"My relief through Retonga was
so marked I was soon eating anything I wanted and enjoying it. I
sleep like a log. I have regained
eighteen pounds and feel so strong
I work enthusiastically. No one can
be more grateful than I for Retonga."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow of
digestive juices in the stomach,
loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency and constipation. Accept no
substitute. Retonga may be obtained at DeMyer Drug Co.
adv.

IF ITS NEW -- DOTTY HAS IT'

so2 the highlights of theil town,
,vere taken down Saturday to see
the sights. The Pack seat was filled
to full capacity. and the•joyride was
brief but sweet... E. C. Lowry ind
went to
North Mt. Zion association Friday.
I'. J. Brann, wife and son, Mrs. G.
W. Brann visited Jimmie Clement
and family awhile Thursday' night.
Mrs. Dessie Starks spent Thursday
MrF. B. HALewry.
Mr. 'Marshall' Lowry spent the
week-end with B. H. Lowry and
family.
The remaining homes in this
neighborhood are being wired for
REA service this week.
Mrs. Jack Olive and son, Terry,
spent Thursday with E. C. Lowry
and wife.
Mack Stark and sisters, Sarah
and Edna, with Don Starks, and
wife, saw the races in Fulton recently.
Miss Naomi Williams and Ina
week. Tuesday and Wednesday
Lop Taylor visited each other last
nights..
Messrs. Hick Bennett and wife
went to the association near Mayfield Sunday.
Mrs. G. W. Brann with an ax and
handsaw, went to work Monday
morning an dtrimmed her shrubbery up nicely. Hard work but
she enjoys it.
Jimmy Clement, wife and baby,
Dianne, Elmer Cannon, wife and
children visited Mrs G. W. Brann
and family Sunday.
Mrs. Elmer Cannon has a new
console oil range.
Mrs. Elzo Lowry sold a
nice
flock of white rock chtckens last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Starks spent
Saturday night with his mother,
Mrs. Sallie Starks and family.
William Ward was out to see T.
W. Weems an business last wweek.
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MARTIN HIGHWAY

FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SATURDAY

I
Cartoon and Comedy
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

Mrs. Clarence Matthews has returned home after a week's visit
to Dyersburg.
Bro. Maekens and family sp•nt
Sunday with his mother and sisters
near Camp Campbell. Ky.
Patsy Campbell is still out of
school on account of illness.
Mrs. J. T. Reece visited with
Geraldine Allen Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Andy McDaniel, Mr. and Mrs.
James W. McDaniel and Mrs. Monroe Campbell and son Bobby of
Mayfield, spent Sunday afternoon
with Mrs. L. C. Campbell and Patsy.
Carnell Wilson has his garage in
working order now and we have
nother new house started in our
neighborhood.

family had as their guests one night '
last week, Mr. and Mrs. MOSS HOVk ell of Union City and Mrs. Sam
Howell of Fulton,
Herbie Cathev returned to school
Monday after a week's absence.
Mrs. L. C. Campbell and daughter. Patsy, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Allen and daughter. Geraldine, visited Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Dowell and
Mrs. Emma Allen at Midway Sunclay.
"Stuffed-Up"Nose,Headoche?
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Chronic bronchitis may develott If
your cough, chest cold, oraa
ncyum
teedbiro
„I
ne
chitis ts not treated and you cannot afford to take a chance with
less potent than Creomuision which
goes right to the seat of the trouble to
elp loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
in
heual
courr
m
,etmeb
nrdan
ere
,s.
Infiamed bronchial

Creomulsion blends beechwood creosote by special process with other tinie
tested medicines for coughs. It contains
no narcotics.
No matter how many medicines you
! have tried, tell your druggist to sell you
I a bottle of Oreomulsion with the under' standing you must like the way it quickallays the cough, permitting rest,and
or you are to have your money'
1 bact WV.)
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From where I sit...Iy Joe Marsh
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Bert Childers put an ad in the
Clarion the other day. Here's what
it said:
"Planted more melons than I
can eat this year. Stop by and pick
as many as you want. All free."
As you can guess. plenty of folks
sent their kids over and plenty of
the parents came too. Stripped
Bert's melon patch in no time. And
as they went away, Bert treated
the kids to lemonade. and offered
the grownup%.
a glass of ice-cold
.parkling beer.

Naturally it puttle,1 wane folks
... but Bert explains: "It gives me
a kick to share things when I can
afford to--whether it's the melons,
or the lemonade, or beer. I guess I
just like to indulge my whims."
Prom where I sit. if we had more
"self-indulgent" people like Bert
—who believe in share &ad share
alike. live and let live, this tired
world would be a whole lot better
off:
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PARKER HOUSE ROLLS
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PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
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0./. Tasty, tender Palter House Rolla.
anytime-with Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast. IF YOU BAKE AT
HOME-you'll cheer this baking discovery that stays iresh for weeks on
YOUT pantry shelf-retidy to help you
make delicious bread. rolls, buns at a
rnoment's notice. Dissolve according
to directions-then use as fresh yeast
At your grocer's.
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"The Flash Cherokee"
SCARLET HORSEMAN No. 2
Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY-MONDAY
CARL ESMOND
LEONORE AUBERT
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"The Cat Creeps'
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TUES. - WED. - THURS.
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Spoils Sloop Tonight
Surprisingly fast,Va-tro-nol works right
where trouble is to open up your clogged
nose—relieve stuffy transient congestion. You'll like the way it brings relief.
(NOTE: Va-tro-nol Ls abo grand for
relieving aniffly, sneezy distress of bead
directions its folder.
colds)

WATCH
Als., — March of Time and
Fox Nev.'s
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